Measurement of packing tortuosity and porosity in capillary electrochromatography.
The application of conductivity measurements for packing structure characterization has been extended to a column consisting of a packed section and an open section as typically used in capillary electrochromatography (CEC). Because of the difference in electric conductivity between the packed and open sections, the electric fields applied across the two sections vary, depending on the length of the packed section relative to that of the total column. On the basis of mass conservation law, it can be shown that the ratio of the electric current measured in such a duplex column to that without packing is a function of the length and the geometric structure of the packing bed. Thus, knowing the lengths of the packed section and the whole column, we can readily calculate the obstructive factors, such as the porosity and the tortuosity factor, from the measured conductivity ratio. An example is given to demonstrate the application of this method, with experimental data taken from published work.